[The supply of breast/ovarian cancer genetic susceptibility tests in France].
One example of the recent advances of scientific research on the human genome is the identification of two susceptibility genes to breast/ovarian cancer, BRCA1 and BRCA2, making possible the introduction in medical practices of genetic testing to detect patients with an increased risk of developing such cancers. In this context of diffusion, two surveys were carried out to appraise the activity profiles in 1998 and in 2001 of all the different participants in those new medical practices in France, physicians in charge of genetic counselling, medical centres where consultations take place and laboratories. Results show that over the period 1998-2001, few changes occurred, mainly the reduction of the average waiting time to get the result of a genetic test, the increase in the annual number of BRCA2 families identified to a level similar to the one of BRCA1 and the automation of the biological analyses without noting a considerable increase in the annual output of laboratories till 2001 however. This surprising moderate evolution must be connected to the existence of some particular external factors making the framework of the development of these new medical and biological practices and their future really uncertain. The diffusion of BRCA1/2 genetic testing has been carried out facing the traditional difficulties of any innovating activities, but also the uncertainties related to intellectual property rights on genes and the reimbursement of genetic counselling and biological testing. These uncertainties have certainly restrained the pace of change as many actors in this field have opted for a wait and see strategy bearing in mind the possible future constraints imposed to their future activity, especially if European patents on the BRCA1/2 genes are finally granted by the European patent office (EPO).